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Abstract

is satisﬁed. An example response would be, “This
hotel has a large kids’ space, so I recommend it for
families with children like you.” Responding to
vague requests with evidences is effective because
it not only strengthens the recommendation, but
also urges users to make more concrete requests
such as “I don’t need a kids’ space but want a
baby stroller rental service.”
Several studies have addressed explainable
recommendations that produce natural language
sentences (Zhao et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019).
One
major approach is feature-based explanations.
Zhang et al. (2014) generated explanation sentences using templates with slots, for example,
“You might be interested in [feature], on
which this product performs well.” However, by
handling only predeﬁned and limited features, this
study cannot explain detailed evidences for each
hotel such as “a view of Mount Fuji and Lake
Kawaguchi.” Furthermore, this study does not accept natural language requests as inputs, which is
a major bottleneck for building dialog-based interactive systems.
In this study, we propose a novel and practical task to identify and explain evidences that
satisfy a given vague request expressed freely
in natural language. Speciﬁcally, assuming a
practical situation of recommendation, we address a hotel booking service. When choosing a hotel on an interactive service, users make
a wide range of vague requests, which differ
from predeﬁned aspects (Wang et al., 2010), emotional expressions (Chen et al., 2010) and questions (Rajani et al., 2019). In order to satisfy
vague requests by recommending hotels with evidences, the system must understand a given request, associate the request to a hotel with spe-

Explainable recommendation is a good way to
improve user satisfaction. However, explainable recommendation in dialogue is challenging since it has to handle natural language as
both input and output. To tackle the challenge,
this paper proposes a novel and practical task
to explain evidences in recommending hotels
given vague requests expressed freely in natural language. We decompose the process into
two subtasks on hotel reviews: evidence identiﬁcation and evidence explanation. The former predicts whether or not a sentence contains evidence that expresses why a given request is satisﬁed. The latter generates a recommendation sentence given a request and an
evidence sentence. In order to address these
subtasks, we build an Evidence-based Explanation dataset, which is the largest dataset for
explaining evidences in recommending hotels
for vague requests. The experimental results
demonstrate that the BERT model can ﬁnd evidence sentences with respect to various vague
requests and that the LSTM-based model can
generate recommendation sentences.

1

Introduction

Recently, dialog systems using Natural Language Processing technology have been
adopted in interactive services such as call
centers (Zumstein and Hundertmark, 2017). One
challenging issue in a real-world scenario is vague
requests1 from users. For example, in a hotel
booking service, users often ask operators for “a
child-friendly hotel” or “a convenient inn.” To
respond to such vague requests, human operators
need to explain the reason why the given request
1
In this study, a vague request means one that does not
specify a speciﬁc product, experience or service.
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Figure 1: Pipeline for building the Evidence-based Explanation dataset

ciﬁc evidence, and generate an explanation (recommendation sentence) for the evidence.
To address these challenges, we decompose the
process into two subtasks: Evidence Identiﬁcation and Evidence Explanation. The former predicts whether a sentence contains evidence that expresses why a given request is satisﬁed. The latter generates a recommendation sentence given the
evidence sentence. In order to focus on evidence
explanations for requests, we assume that recommending hotels are given in advance in this study.
For these subtasks, we present an Evidencebased Explanation dataset, which is the largest
dataset for explaining evidences in recommending hotels for vague requests. Assuming that titles of hotel reviews often correspond to vague requests, the dataset includes 37,280 hotel reviews
with annotations for vague requests, evidence sentences for the requests, recommendation sentences
based on the evidence sentences. The key feature
of the dataset is the variety of requests: it includes
15,767 unique types of requests written in natural
language. This dataset is publicly available2 .
We report experiments for the two subtasks
in Section 3. We build a BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) model for the ﬁrst subtask, which predicts
whether a sentence contains evidence for a request. Experimental results show that the model
can detect evidence sentence for various requests
with a high (79.94) F1-score, and that the score
does not drop so much even for requests unseen in the training data. We present encoderdecoder models for the second subtask, which
rewrite an evidence sentence into a recommendation sentence. The experiments demonstrate
that an LSTM (Luong et al., 2015) based model
achieves the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002)
of 56.09 with a gold evidence sentence given and
that of 45.38 without a gold sentence (only a re2

view and a request is given). We also report experiments when the two subtasks are combined to
generate a recommendation sentence for a given
review.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We propose a novel and practical task to
explain evidences given vague requests expressed freely in natural language.
2. We create a new dataset by annotating review
sentences with evidences and rewriting each
evidence into a recommendation sentence.
This is the largest dataset for explaining evidences in recommending hotels for vague requests.
3. Experiments show that our dataset enables
to train models that can effectively ﬁnd evidences to various vague requests and generate recommendation sentences.

2 Dataset Creation
In this section, we describe the procedure to create the Evidence-based Explanation dataset. The
dataset is expected to include (i) vague requests
from users, (ii) items (in this study, hotel candidates), (iii) evidence where an item satisﬁes an request, (iv) and a recommendation sentence based
on each evidence. As a corpus that meets these requirements, we use review data on Jalan3 , which
is a major hotel booking service in Japan.
On jalan, users can enter reviews after their stay
at the hotel. In addition to review texts, Jalan accepts ratings for some speciﬁc aspects (e.g., ‘Service’ and ‘Cleanliness’), similarly to other booking services (Wang et al., 2010). Although some
aspects are similar to vague requests(e.g., “good
service” or “cheap hotel”), the number of such pre-

https://github.com/megagonlabs/ebe-dataset 3 https://www.jalan.net/
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Category
Clean
Relax
Service
Useful
Child friendly
Good view
Delicious
Cost
Good
Others
Total

Examples of requests
With “inn” or “hotel”
Additional titles
Clean hotel
Clean
Relaxing inn
Grate place to relax
Helpful hotel
staff were very helpful
Useful inn
Useful for sightseeing
Child friendly hotel
Child friendly
Good view hotel
Good view
Hotel with delicious food Delicious dinner
Good low cost hotel
Low cost but very good
Perfect hotel
Perfect
Historic hotel
Historic atmosphere
—
—

# of collection
“inn” Additional
15k
71k
8k
80k
10k
143k
4k
113k
3k
81k
1k
34k
1k
145k
5k
89k
33k
278k
19k
297k
99k
1.3M

# of annotations
(Types)
3.6k
(0.8k)
3.6k
(1.1k)
3.4k
(2.0k)
2.7k
(1.1k)
2.6k
(1.3k)
2.3k
(0.7k)
2.3k
(1.0k)
2.2k
(1.3k)
2.6k
(1.4k)
11.8k
(5.2k)
37.3k (15.8k)

Table 1: Examples of collected vague requests and the number of collections, uses, and types

deﬁned aspects is very limited and cannot cover
diverse requests, such as “dog-friendly hotel.”
Consequently, we created a new dataset using
review titles and review texts. In the review texts,
users describe their impressions on the service of
the hotel based on their real experiences. Additionally, the review titles often summarize the
most salient point of the experiences and often include similar expressions to vague requests such
as “dog-friendly hotel.” Hence, assuming that
some review titles express vague requests and that
the corresponding review texts contain evidence,
we extracted vague requests from review titles and
annotated evidence sentences for requests in review texts. Finally, we rewrote the evidence sentences into recommendation sentences.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall pipeline to construct the dataset. It consists of three steps.

that included words representing accommodations
such as “inn” or “hotel.” In addition, we applied
ﬁltering rules to remove other unuseful titles4 .
Considering the possibility of data imbalance,
we performed a categorical analysis. First, we applied morphological analysis of the collected requests using SudachiPy (Takaoka et al., 2018) to
normalize surface variations in the requests. We
manually checked and categorized all ﬁltered titles
appearing more than twenty times in the corpus,
which resulted in ten categories of vague requests.
The distribution of categories in the dataset was
skewed; the numbers of instances for some categories were small. For example, “Good hotel” is
common but not “Hotel with delicious food.” This
is because a small percentage of requests appear
with the expression “inn” or “hotel.” Titles such
as “Delicious dinner” are more frequent than “Hotel with delicious food.” Therefore, we extracted
additional titles that contained the same content
words as the extracted titles, excluding the accommodation expressions such as “inn” or “hotel.” For
example, “Hotel with delicious food” → “delicious” (excluding hotel and extracting a content
word) → “Delicious dinner” (additional titles).
Table 1 shows examples of vague requests collected from review titles. We extracted about 1.4
million reviews (99k + 1.3M) that have the collected requests in titles (# of collection). For annotation in the next subsection, we selected 37,280
reviews (# of annotations). By expanding the collection rules, the number of requests increased
greatly, and the data imbalance problem reduced.
Furthermore, it also increased the variation of the
request expressions. Overall, we collected 15,767
unique kinds of titles in 37,280 reviews.

1. Collect vague requests from review titles:
Use rules to ﬁnd review titles that correspond
to vague requests.
2. Identify evidence: Ask crowdworkers to
identify whether each review sentence contains evidence for the request corresponding
to the review title.
3. Explain evidence: Ask crowdworkers to
write recommendation sentences based on
the evidence sentences.
2.1 Collecting Vague Requests
Based on the fact that some titles have similar expressions to vague requests, we collected vague
requests by selecting review titles. Some review
titles are inappropriate as requests, for example,
“Thanks” or “Stayed for the ﬁrst time.” Therefore,
to comprehensively collect vague requests for hotels with less noise, we ﬁrst extracted review titles

4
The rules include, for example, titles must not contain
proper nouns and must contain one or more content words.
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Ratio of Relevant [%]
Ratio of Evidence [%]

Clean Relax
82.1
69.7
48.3
55.4

Service Useful
85.3
83.8
71.4
74.1

Child View Delicious
71.9 82.6
91.6
58.8 60.1
68.6

Cost
69.6
44.3

Good
72.9
56.0

Others
68.6
46.1

All
75.6
55.3

Table 2: Ratio of relevant and evidence sentences included in the review text for a request

Amount of evidence sentences
No evidence
1 evidence sentence
2 evidence sentences
≥ 3 evidence sentences

# of reviews
16,654 (44.7%)
16,456 (44.1%)
3,382
(9.1%)
788
(2.1%)

general goodness such as “good hotel” have lots
of evidence. In this case, the task of labeling evidence sentences was similar to annotation efforts
for sentiment analysis.

Table 3: Amount of evidence sentences in each review

2.3 Evidence Explanation Dataset
Using crowdsourcing, we rewrote evidence sentences into recommendation sentences. First, we
showed workers a review title and an evidence sentence. Then we asked them to write a recommendation sentence so that the sentence can be used
to explain the evidence in recommending the hotel to a user. We annotated 25,804 sentences that
at least three of the ﬁve workers judged to contain
evidence in Section 2.2. We asked workers to report the following two cases. (1) The request is a
negative expression such as “bad view.” (2) There
is no evidence in a given sentence6 . To ensure the
quality of the annotation, each sentence was annotated by ﬁve workers, and we prepared check
questions for each task. In the check questions,
we prepared negative expressions for requests, and
conﬁrmed that the workers followed the instructions properly.
Table 4 shows the number of the exact matches
of ﬁve workers for the created recommendation
sentence. When only extracting a phrase from a
review is sufﬁcient as a recommendation sentence,
the ﬁve workers tended to produce an identical result. On the other hand, when a certain part in a
review had to be rewritten, recommendation sentences from the ﬁve workers tended to differ.

2.2 Evidence Identiﬁcation Dataset
We used Yahoo Crowdsourcing5 to annotate review data with evidence for requests. Workers
were shown a review title and a single sentence
of the review text. Then they were asked, “Is the
following sentence relevant to the title, and does it
contain evidence for the title?” There were three
options for the answer: Evidence, Relevant (not as
Evidence), and Irrelevant. Relevant (not as Evidence) means that the sentence contains the same
expression as the request or its synonymous expression, but it does not present an evidence to
support the request (title). Although the evidence
may make sense by combining two or more sentences, we annotated each sentence of the review
independently to simplify the annotation work.
We annotated 37,280 reviews in total (“# of annotations” in Table 1). For a higher quality, each
task was annotated by ﬁve people. We also prepared check questions for each task.
Table 2 reports the ratios of the Evidence and
Relevant instances by category. In the ‘Useful’
category, 74% of the reviews contained evidence
in the text, while only 44% of the reviews in the
‘Cost’ category did. This is because users apt to
explain the reason for an ‘useful’ hotel in a review,
but because the necessity of explaining the reason
for ‘cheap’ hotel is relatively low.
Table 3 shows the number of evidence sentences
for each review request. Approximately half of the
reviews contained evidence. Requests that have a
lot of evidence per review were an unique feature
of this dataset. For example, requests that express

3 Experiments
Using the annotated dataset, we conducted two experiments. (1) Evidence Identiﬁcation and (2) Evidence Explanation. The former predicts whether a
sentence contains evidence for a request, whereas
the latter generates a recommendation sentence.

5
It is a microtask crowdsourcing service in Japan.
We mixed some check questions in the tasks and receive annotated data from only workers who answered
the check questions correctly.
We did not set gender or attribute limits of workers in all our tasks.
https://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/

6
We targeted sentences where at least three people judged
to contain evidence. However, it was sometimes difﬁcult to
write recommendation sentences when two out of ﬁve workers judged that the sentence has no evidence.
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# of same
answers
≥ 2 matches

# of
sent.
13,100

All different

9,889

Negative req.
(≥ 3)
No Evidence

1,651
1,164

Examples
Evidence sentence
This hotel is tolerant of dog lovers because
you can sleep in a bed with your dog.
The temperature of the bath was just right,
and we spent a long time in the open-air
bath watching the stars.
We booked a Bay Bridge view, but it was
only visible from the edge of the window.
It was an ocean view hotel but we stayed
on the mountain side.

Title
Petfriendly
Nice openair bath
The
scenery ...
Mountain
side view

Recommendation sentence
(We recommend this) because you
can sleep in a bed with your dog.
(We recommend this) because you
can take a long open-air bath while
gazing at the stars.
ー
ー

Table 4: Examples of recommendation sentences rewritten by workers and matching rate of rewriting

Train
Dev
Test
Total

Reviews
29,826
3,726
3,728
37,280

Sentences
148,671
18,549
18,823
186,043

Positive (%)
20,709 (13.9)
2,606 (14.0)
2,489 (13.2)
25,804 (13.9)

Results and Analysis Table 6 reports F1-score
of both models for each category and all categories. The F1-score of BERT for all the data was
79.94, which is 33.15 points higher than the logistic regression. Results in each category show
that BERT had the highest F1-score for ‘Useful’
and the lowest for ‘Good’. We analyze the results
of the evidence identiﬁcation by the BERT model
from different perspectives in the following paragraphs.

Table 5: Evaluation data for evidence identiﬁcation

3.1 Evidence Identiﬁcation Task
Task Description The task is to predict whether
or not a sentence contains an evidence for a request. This is a binary classiﬁcation problem. A
positive example is a sentence to which at least
three out of the ﬁve workers labeled evidence. All
other sentences are treated as negative examples.
We randomly divided the data by review into
training, development, and test set (see Table 5).
We used the same data split in all experiments.

Evidence Identiﬁcation without Requests The
F1-score of the BERT model was relatively high,
considering the nature of this task, i.e., associating evidences to requests. However, we need
to make sure whether the BERT model considers a request when identifying an evidence. Thus,
we trained another BERT model without a request
(only a sentence is given) as an input. The model
trained without a request resulted in the F1-score
of 43.22, which is 37 points lower than that with a
request. This huge gap indicates that evidences in
our dataset depend on requests and that the BERT
model pays attention to requests properly.
For example, a model trained with a request
predicts that the sentence, “It was pleasant in the
room with a view of the sea” is evidence for a request “good view” but not for “good food”. In
contrast, a model trained without a request predicts that the both are evidence sentences.

Experimental Settings We explored logistic regression7 and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as classiﬁcation models.
For the tokenization, we
8
used juman++ (Tolmachev et al., 2018) and Byte
pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) with
the vocabulary size of 8k.
We pre-trained
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) CBOW model,
and the BERT model on two million review sentences in Jalan. For the logistic regression, we
calculated the TF-IDF9 (Jones, 1972) vector and
the average vector of word2vec for requests and
sentences respectively. We used the request vector, the sentence vector, and the difference between the two vectors as features. The input to the
BERT model was in the following order: request
sentence, [SEP], and evidence sentence. Hyperparameters of each model were tuned by the F1score on the development set.

Unseen Requests Since the dataset contains a
wide range of requests, 30% of the requests in the
test set are unseen, not appearing in the training
set. Thus, we divided the test set in terms whether
a request is unseen or not, and computed the F1score in Table 7. Although the F1-score for unseen
requests drops by 6.44 points, it is still high compared to the score trained without a request (described in the previous paragraph). This indicates
that the model makes a successful prediction for

7

Implemented in: https://scikit-learn.org
https://github.com/ku-nlp/jumanpp
9
We used the word frequency in the sentence as TF, and
the word frequency of the review text as DF.
8
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Model
Clean Relax Service Useful Child View Delicious Cost Good Others All
Logistic regression 44.39 46.03 51.21 61.30 49.39 61.02
54.34
30.24 34.76 37.15 46.79
BERT
79.52 82.89 84.98 89.48 85.04 81.23
82.54
73.59 68.85 73.89 79.94

Table 6: F1-score for evidence identiﬁcation for each category
Quadrant
A
B
C
D
A+B
C+D
A+C
B+D
All

Figure 2: Characteristics of evidence sentences

Unseen requests
Seen requests

F1
75.40
81.84

# of instances
5,857
12,966

F1
87.11
82.64
79.01
75.87
83.12
76.30
82.82
79.54
79.94

Table 8: F1-score for each
quadrant

The x-axis is whether there is an explicit conjunction (e.g., ‘because’) expressing the discourse relation between a request and evidence. We have
automatically divided these categories by rules.
The top-left quadrant A includes a request expression and an explicit conjunction in the sentence. Although 60% contain evidence for a request, quadrant A has the smallest volume. On
the other hand, the lower-right quadrant D has the
largest volume, but has the smallest ratio of including evidence for the request (only 7%). The evidence for quadrant A can be collected by a simple
rule, but it is comprised of only about 6% of the
total evidence. Our dataset successfully extracts
other evidence expressions using the relationship
between the review title and the text.
Table 8 shows the F1-score of the BERT model
for each quadrant. The F1-score of quadrant A,
which contains an explicit conjunction and request
words, was highest (87.11). It was 7.17 points
higher than the average F1-score of all test data.
On the other hand, the F1-score of quadrant D,
which does not contain an explicit conjunction nor
any request words, was lowest (75.87). It was 4.07
points lower than the average F1-score of all test
data. In addition, the F1-score of quadrant A+B
was 6.82 points higher than the F1-score of quadrant C+D, indicating that the presence of the request expression in the evidence sentence significantly impacts on the performance of predicting
evidence.
We examined successful cases in quadrant D,
which is the most difﬁcult of all. In these cases,
we found that expressions similar to the requests
often appear in the evidence sentence. For exam-

Table 7: F1-score for unseen/seen requests

majority of the unknown requests.
Examining successful predictions for unseen requests, we found that the same expression to the
request often appears in the evidence sentence, For
example, in response to a request for “a good location to watch a football game,” the evidence sentence includes, “It’s located in front of Tosu Station in Saga, and it’s a good location to watch the
Tosu football game.” The expression in italic is
considered to be a clue for predicting the evidence
label for the sentence. The analysis of whether the
request is included in the evidence sentence is discussed in detail in the next paragraph.
In contrast, we observed difﬁcult instances as
well. For example, the request (review title) is,
“You can fully enjoy an extraordinary experience,” and the evidence sentence is, “I was refreshed by soaking in a hot spring while listening
to the chirping of birds and the sound of insects.”
The BERT model could not infer that the experience (hot spring, chirping birds) is extraordinary
and that the sentence is an evidence for the request.
Characteristics of Evidence Sentences There
are various ways to express an evidence sentence,
for example, with and without a use of conjunctions. Figure 2 illustrates four categories (decomposed into two axes) of how a sentence presents an
evidence for a request. The y-axis is whether a request expression appears in an evidence sentence.
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Method
No-rewrite
Rule-based
LSTM
Transformer

ple, in response to the request “I am soothed by a
meal,” the evidence sentence is “I was impressed
by the deliciousness of the freshly made egg rolls
for breakfast.” In the example, the word ‘meal’ in
the request is related to the word ‘breakfast.’ However, the model could not recognize that the sentence, “We have a foot washing place next to the
entrance, gum roller and wet tissue, it was very
thorough,” contains an evidence for the request,
“An inn where I can stay with my pet dog.” This
may be due to the lack of similar expressions for
the request in the sentence, and the failure to associate dog and dog amenities.

BLEU
47.17
50.26
56.09
55.79

Table 9: BLEU score to generate recommendation
given evidence and a request
Method
Pipeline (BERT → LSTM)
End-to-end (LSTM)

BLEU
45.38
16.27

F1
63.30
49.13

Table 10: BLEU score to generate recommendation
given review text and a request

3.2 Evidence Explanation Task

Results and Analysis Table 9 shows BLEU
scores of generated recommendation sentences.
‘No-rewrite’ is the baseline where the evidence
sentence is treated as the recommendation sentence without a rewrite. Compared with this
baseline (47.17 BLEU), all generation methods
obtained higher BLEU scores. The score of
the LSTM-based model (56.09) was 0.30 points
higher than that of the Transformer-based model
(55.79). However, the BLEU score of the rulebased model was only 5.83 point lower than the
LSTM-based model. This implies that this task
requires fewer rewrites than we expected.
There are some differences between the outputs of the rule-based model and the LSTM-based
model. The rule-based model tends to produce
longer sentences because it cannot generate a sentence from scratch. In addition, the rule-based
model fails when an evidence sentence includes
unnecessary information, for example, “it’s close
to the station and it’s convenient, so we’d like
to use it again.” The LSTM-based model could
successfully generate “(We recommend this hotel)
Because it’s also close to the station and it’s convenient,” although the rule-base model kept “so we’d
like to use it again” and generated, “Because it’s
close to the station and it’s convenient, so we’d
like to use it again.”

Task Description The task generates a recommendation sentence given request and evidence
sentences. We used only the data that three or
more workers rewrote into recommendation sentences in Section 2.3. Each evidence sentence had
multiple recommendation sentences rewritten by
the workers, and we use all of them as training
data. We use BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) to evaluate generated sentences.
Experiment Settings We compared three models: a rule-based model and two neural network
models. The rule-based model rewrites an evidence sentence into a recommendation sentence
by focusing on the root node in the parse tree of
the evidence sentence. The rules include: if the
root node is a verb, adjective, or auxiliary verb,
add “because” at the beginning; if the root node is
a noun, add “because of” at the beginning; and if
the root node in an adverb, add “because you can
do” at the beginning.
For neural network models, we employed an
LSTM model with attention (Luong et al., 2015)
and a Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017),
assuming that the task is translation from an evidence sentence into a recommendation sentence.
We used the FAIRSEQ (Ott et al., 2019) to implement the models. We tokenized it using Juman++
and BPE. The input to the model was in the following order: request sentence, [SEP], and evidence
sentence. Hyper-parameters of the models were
tuned by the BLEU score on the development set.
For the evaluation, we used the BLEU score on
sentences tokenized by Juman++ (not by BPE).
Since the number of references for each evidence
sentence was not constant, we randomly selected
one.

3.3 End-to-end Experiment
In this section, we present an experiment to generate a recommendation sentence given review data
(a request and review sentences) as an input. Combining the subtasks 1 and 2, this end-to-end experiment converts a hotel review into a recommendation sentence. When a given review does not have
evidence, a system is expected to yield a special
896

Review title: The view was great!
Review text: On the ﬁrst day, I purchased a premium sightseeing ticket before check-in. Then I went to the Higashiyama Zoo to meet a handsome gorilla, Shabani. On the next day, I went to the Maglev and Railway Museum, and
enjoyed it. In the room, where Nagoya Castle can be seen beautifully, the children were delighted. ...
Reference: (I recommend this hotel) Because the room has a beautiful view of Nagoya Castle
Pipeline: Because the children were overjoyed because they had a beautiful view of Nagoya Castle.
End-to-end: Because you have a beautiful view of Nagoya Castle from your room.
Review title: Happy with my doggy
Review text: The couple, father and two dogs used it. ... The rooms were spacious, and the large windows overlooked
the sea. I was very satisﬁed. ... While many pet-friendly hotels are disappointing, this one is recommended. ...
Reference: While many pet-friendly hotels are disappointing, this one is recommended
Pipeline: Because pet-friendly hotels are very convenient
End-to-end: Because the rooms were spacious the large windows overlooked the sea, and I was very satisﬁed
Review title: A hotel recommended for families with children
Review text: Because I have a 16-month old child, I was drawn to the plan that included room service and a private hot
spring... The mattress was thin because of its age, so it would have been better if it were thicker. The hot springs and
customer service were good, and it was good that the staff treated my children kindly.
Reference: Because the hot springs and customer service were good, and it was good for children.
Pipeline: Because the hot springs and customer service were good, and it was good for children.
End-to-end: Because the pool and customer service were good, and it was good for children.

Table 11: Examples of generating recommendation sentences given the review data

token [no-evidence].
We explored two approaches, pipeline and endto-end. The pipeline method is simply a combination of the models from Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
The method ﬁrst predicts whether a sentence in a
review present an evidence for a request by using the BERT model. It then generates a recommendation sentence by using the LSTM-based
model for the request and the predicted evidence
sentence with the highest score assigned by the
BERT model only when the review includes evidence sentences. If the BERT model predicts no
sentence in the review as evidence, the method
generates [no-evidence].
The end-to-end method is an encoder-decoder
LSTM model that directly generates a recommendation sentence given a review title and text.
An input to the model is request and [SEP],
followed by multiple sentences of the review.
When a review did not contain an evidence for
the request, the model is trained to generate
[no-evidence].
Table 10 shows the BLEU scores and the
macro-average F1-scores of the methods. The
macro-average F1-score is deﬁned similarly to the
evaluation conducted by Rajpurkar et al. (2016)10 .
The pipeline method outperformed the end-to-end
method, achiving a BLEU score of 45.38, 29.11
points higher than the end2end model. This is
probably because the pipeline model could utilize

the pre-trained BERT model and because training
the end-to-end method was difﬁcult with very long
sequences of tokens given as inputs. In addition,
the end-to-end method tends to output too many
[no-evidence] and the total number of output
words is low, so the BLEU score is also low due
to brevity penalty.
Table 11 presents examples of the generated
sentences. In the ﬁrst example, the both models
successfully generated appropriate recommendation sentences. Although the end-to-end method
generated the natural sentence in the second example, the recommendation is nothing to do with the
request, “happy with my doggy.” In the third example, the end-to-end method generated the word
“pool”, which was actually false because the the
review text only refers to “hot spring.” We observed these incorrect generations from the end-toend method more than from the pipeline method.

4 Related Work
Several studies addressed explainable recommendations (Sarwar et al., 2001; Diao et al., 2014;
Zhao et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2018; Zhang et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2019). In
feature-based explanations, Zhang et al. (2014)
generated textual sentences as explanations using
templates such as “You might be interested in [feature], on which this product performs well.” In
aspect-based explanations, Wang et al. (2010) discovered latent ratings on each aspect, and selected
sentences related to each aspect to help users better understand the opinions given a set of review

10
The metric measures matches of bag-of-tokens in the reference and generated sentences. For reviews without an evidence, we regard that the system output is correct if the generated output is no-evidence.
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texts with the overall ratings. Zhao et al. (2019)
formulated a problem called personalized reason
generation and generated a recommendation sentence given a song name, author, and user tag as
input. The inputs of those studies were user vectors created from the user’s action history or limited aspects. However, our study deals with a wide
range of natural language requests for a dialog system in the hotel booking domain.
In the ﬁeld of sentiment analysis, research
that extracts evidence based on sentiment expressions has attracted attention (Chen et al.,
2010; Gui et al., 2016; Kim and Klinger, 2018).
Chen et al. (2010) extracted the cause of a target
emotional expression based on a rule. Gui et al.
(2016) annotated an emotional expression and its
cause. These studies aimed to gather useful information to extract emotional expressions and provide evidence simultaneously by examining the
reputations for speciﬁc products. Although our
study also aims to collect useful information, the
requests are not limited to emotional expressions.
In addition, we generate recommendation sentences.
Our study can be viewed as a special application
of argument mining in the domain of hotel review.
Liu et al. (2017) used manually annotated arguments of evidence-conclusion discourse relations
in 110 hotel reviews. The study showed the effectiveness of several combinations of argumentbased features. In Japanese, Murakami et al.
(2009) proposed a method to collect consents and
dissents for queries that can be answered with Yes
or No. As part of that, they extracted evidence using rules. Our dataset is useful as training data to
extract evidence in argument mining.
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